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About This Game

Do you think 1 + 1 = 0 is correct? So what do you think about "black + black = white" statement?

VOI is relaxing minimal puzzle game based on XOR logic;

0+0=0
1+0=1
0+1=1
1+1=0

VOI gives you a few draggable geometric shapes (triangle, square, rhombus, parallelogram etc.) to reach target shape. That's all.
Do you think that the easy?

* One page game (no start button, no exit button)
* Cool music and fx

* Use mouse wheel to scroll levels
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A simple in scope but often pretty challenging puzzle game if geometric puzzles aren't your thing. It is a layered tangram of
sorts but instead of using blocks next to each other to form a shape or pattern you layer a black shape on a black shape making
any intersecting area white. The ultimate aim of creating a target shape remains the same however.

It could have perhaps done with the scope of the puzzles changing as you go through the levels in more interesting ways. Despite
it being quite short I think if there were slightly fewer levels with the complexity or size increased as you reached the end I
would have felt more satisfied.

I enjoyed my time with it though. Good stuff.. Black tangrams that overlap to create white space.

Pretty straightforward in concept. Arrange the provided shapes in such a way that your result matches the target shape. Your
workspace includes a dotted grid so you can have a sense of scale.

Some minor visual gripes:

Over time, the frequently "used" background dots seem to wear away.

Sometimes the overlaps appear to be slightly off and you see trace outlines of what should be invisible.

Neither of these is game-breaking, as they don't prevent correct solutions from registering, and there's sort of a snap-to-grid
function at a very fine scale.

Larger gripe: The game doesn't let you know that you've solved the final puzzle (although it does properly award the
achievement). Even with a correct solution, there is no congratulation, no roll-credits, no jump menu back to beginning. It just
stays on puzzle 66 and you think you got something wrong. I retried 3 or 4 times before I realized I had already been given the
achievement.

I tore through this game in a sitting, and if you're a fan of this type of geometric puzzle, you'll probably tear through it quickly
as well. I hope that this game will either see the addition of more puzzles or a more substantial sequel.

Parallelogram / 10. The puzzles are great,
The sounds are annoying! :50-50 recommended;. For 49c (summer sale) this was an awesome find. I completed it in around an
hour and a half. I really enjoyed the puzzles, they were all fun (though I felt some of them in the later levels were too easy, so I
guess they weren't categorized by difficulty). I did it all without a walkthrough; sometimes it's just a matter of playing around
with the pieces until they somehow work together.
  My only complaint is that you can only go from one puzzle to the next; there is no level page, which makes it difficult to go
back and play previous puzzles. Each puzzle unlocks the next, so if you get stuck you should come back later with a fresh mind.
  Despite those things, I really enjoyed this kind of puzzle. It's the first of it's kind I've come across and for half a buck, it was a
really enjoyable game. You gotta have patience though, sometimes those puzzles can be really tricky!. Costs less than a buck and
and provides a nice puzzle experience for about an hour. Definite recommendation!. A great minimalistic puzzle!. Short, Fun,
Relaxing, challenging at times. Oi! Get VOI! Short, easy-to-understand puzzle game with a unique gameplay mechanic.. Quite
ok, but the puzzles were mostly guessable and a bit too short
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I paid 0.59 eur, and the game hurt my brain for at least 5 euro, so it's a good deal IMO. . :D. 66 Puzzles, simplistic colors and a
humming noise for audio, this was what it delivers. A mindgame for those with the patience and time. Can be completed in a
single sitting. Has achievements and badges. A decent steam account fudger.

It is good for what it offers.. Personally I think it's a fun little puzzle game, towards the higher levels it can get a bit challenging
but that's how it's supposed to be. Overall it's a great game. Highly reccomend it to anybody that likes challenging puzzles.. Well
I'm a fan of minimalism and my last name starts with VOI, which happen the be the 3 simplest shapes, so I may be subjective
when I say that it's not at all a bad game.. As with other Gamebrain offerings, voi is a reprieve from the bloated, garish,
aggressive mobile game ports with which we are constantly bombarded. voi reveals a mastery of restraint and simplicity while
also showing how complex the relationship between something and nothing can actually be.. A great minimalistic puzzle!
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